
given the company designation NA-62.
Readers of the last issue of Air Classics

(see “My Nightmare Over China”) know
the new design would eventually become
very heavily armed but this initial variant
was lightly protected — with just a .30-
caliber weapon in the nose while two
similar guns could be operated from side
hatches. In a daring move, a large plexi-
glass tail enclosure could be opened to
expose a .50-caliber gun. Martin’s new
Model 179 was more technically
advanced, but would cost almost as much

as the Boeing Flying Fortress already in pro-
duction. Rewarding Martin’s technical dar-

ing, the Model 179 was pronounced win-
ner with a contract for 201 B-

26 Marauders. The reason for this
somewhat unusual number is that it was

what the Air Corps decided could
be delivered within the speci-

fied short time considering

Martin’s production capabilities. The need for these new war-
planes was so great — and the Air Corps did not want to put all
its proverbial eggs in one basket — that NAA received a con-
tract for 184 NA-62s, to be built as B-25s.

To give an idea of the urgency, the Martin contract was
valued at $16,000,000 — the largest monetary amount ever
issued by the Air Corps. The NAA order was contracted at
$11,771,000. In retrospect, the decision to not build proto-
types was brilliant. The amount of time saved meant that by
the date of the Japanese sneak attack on Pearl Harbor, both
the B-25 and B-26 were already in early squadron service.
Under previous contracting policies, neither aircraft would
have progressed to the operational stage by that date.

At that time, NAA was lean and mean — and hungry for
work. Construction of the first B-25, USAAC 40-2165, went
quickly and on 19 August 1940, con-
tract test pilot Vance Breese and
NAA engineer Roy Ferren took the
gleaming metal aircraft aloft for the first time from Mines Field. 

Flight-testing went relatively well — except for one prob-
lem. That was the tendency for the bomber to enter a Dutch
roll (out of phase combination of tail-wagging and rocking from
side to side) while under control of the Norden bombsight. The
engineering department quickly discovered that this came

While this article will focus on one very specific
variant of the North American B-25 design, we
need to present a brief overall look on the early
development of the twin-engine bomber. The air-

craft to which the B-25 owes its origins
can be traced back to the NAA NA-40
— a shoulder-wing, twin engine, twin tail
design created to fulfill a new Air Corps
attack bomber requirement. Initially
powered by two Pratt & Whitney 
R-1830-S6C3-6 Double Wasp radials dri-
ving three-blade Curtiss-Electric pro-
pellers, the sole NA-40 flew on 29
January 1940. Wright R-2600s replaced
the P&W radials and the aircraft became
the NA-40B with improved performance.
A dictum had been put in place that the
NA-40B would not be flown in single-
engine configuration until the Curtiss-
Electric units could be replaced with
Hamilton-Standard propellers but an Air
Corps pilot decided to shut one down in
flight and crashed the plane (there were
no injuries). The competing Douglas 
DB-7 was also wrecked while Bell withdrew its entry while the
entry from Stearman was far too slow. The entire concept was
cancelled and no additional aircraft were built. However, fur-
ther work would result in the Douglas A-20 Havoc.

Seeing what was happening in
other parts of the world, the American gov-
ernment began seeking new aircraft designs.

In March 1939, the Air Corps issued Circular Proposal
CP39-640 that outlined what would be classified as a “medi-
um” bomber — a modern aircraft capable of 300+mph, abili-
ty to carry 4000-pounds of bombs at medium altitude, and
have full provisions to support ground and naval forces. In a
complete departure, the Air Corps stated that a prototype
would not be required and this deletion would save a huge

amount of time. In the order of Air
Corps technical preference, Martin,
North American, Douglas, and
Stearman put forth proposals that the
service found acceptable. However,
only Martin and NAA stayed the
course in order to capture what was
then a very lucrative contract — the
Air Corps wanted at least 385 aircraft
and that did not include possible
export orders.

Utilizing some of the knowledge
gained with the earlier NA-40, the
NAA design team was headed by Lee
Atwood (also the company vice presi-
dent, giving an idea of NAA’s small
size) with chief engineer Raymond Rice.
Not only did the men want a modern
bomber, they wanted a design that
would be easy to mass-produce and also

easy to maintain and operate on the combat fronts. Initial
design data projected an aircraft that would be considerably
heavier than the NA-40 but it would be able to carry a
greater payload further and faster. The new aircraft was
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Magnificent model of a B-25B preparing
to undergo wind tunnel testing.

North American began receiving huge orders for Mitchells and it
was difficult to keep up with the orders but they did. The same
was true for engine supplier Wright. This B-25B R-2600 receives
final attention from a female worker. With the start of the war,
the female work force increased by a huge percentage.

Bow into the wind and power way up, USS Hornet launches the
Doolittle Raiders on their mission into the history books.


